
Identifying Paragraphs

Separate the text below into three paragraphs. Write the next paragraph of the story to 

show a change in time. 
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A long way from the edge of town, there stood a 

decrepit house. The townspeople had heard many 

different stories but no one had been brave enough 

to go and investigate…until now! Zachary was just 

about to turn sixteen and had grown up hearing of 

these stories. They had always fascinated him and 

part of him wanted to believe they were true. They 

were tales of strange sightings and spooky sounds. 

His friends, on the other hand, didn’t agree. They 

always told Zachary he was ridiculous for believing it 

was more than just an abandoned house. Everyone 

knows that ghosts don’t really exist… right? 
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A long way from the edge of town, there stood a decrepit house. The townspeople

had heard many different stories but no one had been brave enough to go and

investigate…until now! 

Zachary was just about to turn sixteen and had grown up hearing of these stories. 

They had always fascinated him and part of him wanted to believe they were true. 

They were tales of strange sightings and spooky sounds. 

His friends, on the other hand, didn’t agree. They always told Zachary he was

ridiculous for believing it was more than just an abandoned house. Everyone

knows that ghosts don’t really exist… right? 

Early one morning, Zachary awoke to a tiny voice in his ear. He suddenly knew

what he needed to do. Without hesitation, he grabbed his backpack and filled it

with the essentials. He snuck down the stairs so as not to disturb his parents and

silently crept out of the house. 
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A long way from the edge of town, there stood a 

decrepit house. The townspeople had heard many 

different stories but no one had been brave enough 

to go and investigate…until now! Zachary was just 

about to turn sixteen and had grown up hearing of 

these stories. They had always fascinated him and 

part of him wanted to believe they were true. They 

were tales of strange sightings and spooky sounds. 

His friends, on the other hand, didn’t agree. They 

always told Zachary he was ridiculous for believing it 

was more than just an abandoned house. Everyone 

knows that ghosts don’t really exist… right? 


